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REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS VOLUME 74, NUMBER 11 NOVEMBER 2003
Recent progress in bidirectional interrogation techniques for enhancing
multiplexing capability of fiber optic white light interferometric
sensors
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In smart structure applications where fiber sensors are embedded within structural materials,
multiple lead in/out fibers are preferred for redundancy and improving reliability. The use of only
one lead/out fiber is not optimal because the breakage of a fiber at one location due to, for example,
local structural damage, would cause the failure of the whole sensing system. The multiplexing and
networking techniques suitable for such applications have attracted considerable research recently.
In this article, based on the bidirectional interrogation technique for white light interferometric
sensors arrays, a multiplexed fiber optic deformation sensor loop network suitable for smart
structure applications has been designed and demonstrated. Loop-network sensor systems are based
on the white light interferometric technique. Michelson and Mach–Zehnder optical path
interrogators have been developed and demonstrated, respectively. For the usually used one
direction interrogate sensing system, it is clear that multiplexed sensor arrays suffer from relatively
large fiber segment-induced optical reflective and excess insertion loss that generally limit the total
number of sensors that can be accommodated in this configuration. This loop-network bidirection
interrogating technique greatly extended the multiplexing capacity of fiber optic white light
interferometric sensors system. A practical implementation of this technique is presented which
makes use of a popular light emitting diode, superluminescent diode, or amplified spontaneous
emission optical light source and standard single mode fiber, which are commonly used in the
communication industry. The sensor loop topology is completely passive and absolute length
measurements can be obtained for each sensing fiber segment so that it can be used to measure
quasidistribution strain or temperature. For large-scale smart structures, this technique not only
extends the multiplexing potential, but also provides a redundancy for the sensing system. It means
that the sensor loop permits one point breakdown, because the sensing system will still work
whenever the embedded sensor loop breaks somewhere. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614434#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most distributed fiber optic sensing systems, sens
are fabricated or connected in one fiber line. Examples
these systems are fiber Bragg grating sensors,1,2 optical time
domain reflectometer~OTDR! distributed sensors,3,4 white
light distributed fiber optic sensing systems in parallel and
series types, etc.5–7 ~They have one common drawback;
one sensor or somewhere in the fiber line, which embed
in the smart structure is broken.! The perceived requiremen
for optical sensor networks, rather than independent mea
ing devices, has stimulated the investigation of multiplex
and networking techniques for fiber point sensors.8,9

White light interferometry, as a technique employin
low coherence broadband light sources, has been a very
tive area of research in recently years. The idea of usin

a!Electronic mail: lbyuan@vip.sina.com
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short coherence length source to separate the signals re
ing from a series of sensors was first published by
Chalabi et al.,10 Brooks et al. proposed a series of Mach
Zehnder interferometers and ladder coherence multiplex
schemes.11 Gusmeroli reported a low coherence polarimet
sensors array multiplexed on the fiber line.12 Sorin et al.13

and Inaudiet al.14 further developed and simplified the qu
sidistributed low coherence fiber optic sensor array based
the Michelson interferometer.

Comparing the several distributed fiber sensing syste
such as the fiber Bragg grating~FBG! or in-line Fabry–Pe´rot
sensing system, the simple and gauge length flexible cha
teristics of white light fiber optic interferometric quasidistrib
uted strain sensors are attractive. For inhomogeneous m
rials, such as concrete, fiber reinforced polymers, timb
etc., the microscopic strain field will vary significantly
measured on the scale of the inhomogeneity. For such m
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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4894 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 Yuan, Zhou, and Jin
rials the sensor gauge length should be at least ten time
granularity of the material. In concrete the gauge len
should probably be at least 100 mm, if macroscopic inform
tion is required. Strain sensors are best suited to monitor
local condition of the material and should be placed at
critical points of a structure where high strains are expec
While, for large structures, such as suspension bridges,
require dimensional stability, deformation measurements
important and gauge lengths for the sensors can be in
meters.

In this article, a white light interferometric fiber opti
sensor ring network has been designed for distributed st
measurements in large-scale smart structures. The techn
uses a scanning Mach–Zehnder interferometer or Miche
interferometer to interrogate the changes of optical path
fiber optic sensors from the bidirection of the optical fib
loop. The technique is capable of make absolute meas
ments with high resolution. The parameters that can be m
sured include strain and temperature. White light interfero
eters can be configured to perform quasidistribu
measurement by multiplexing a number of sensors on to
fiber loop. The sensor ring network not only satisfies
redundancy requirement of a practical sensing system,
also provides a damage diagnosis methodology for la
scale smart structures.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In many applications the sensor concept becomes
creasingly viable if a network of sensors can be implemen
using a single fiber optic bus to link the sensors together
such systems there are obvious economies in fiber optic
terconnects. Additionally, the terminal electronics can be
ficiently shared between a number of sensors. The ben

FIG. 1. Illustration of the fiber optic white light interferometric sensor n
work based on loop topology architecture. Most of sensors are still work
even if some point is broken in the loop.
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thereby accrued lie not only in the capital cost of equipm
but also in the more dominant sector involving installati
costs.

The network topological requirements for each system
different, it varies depending upon the specific applicati
Perhaps the most important requirement is driven by
large-scale smart structures for multiple point or quasidis
bution deformation, strain and temperature monitoring.

White light interferometry can be used as a passive
herence division multiplexing technique for interrogating
array of fiber optic sensors. However, for the case when
sensors are multiplexed on one fiber line and embed
within a large scale smart structure, a very critical issue
that if somewhere there is break due to the local damage
crack in the structure, it will lead to part of the system n
working or at the worst case, the whole system failure. T
is illustrated in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!.

If a loop topology and a bidirectional interrogation tec
nique, as shown in Fig. 1~c!, were adopted, most of the sen
sors in the system would still function normally even if
particular sensor or failed sensor in the transmission fi
line was damaged. This is because the sensing informa
for each sensor is coherent twice from two fiber ends a
improves system reliability.

III. BIDIRECTIONAL INTERROGATION TECHNIQUE
BASED ON A LOOP TOPOLOGY

Like other coherence-multiplexed schemes, the bidir
tional interrogation technique~BDIT! uses separate receivin
interferometers whose time delays are matched to the rem
sensing gauge reflective signals pair. It is classified by t
types based on the Mach–Zehnder and Michelson interro
tion architectures,15,16 as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The com
mon characteristic of this scheme is all sensors connecte

g

FIG. 2. Schematic of a multiplexed fiber optic loop sensor array with
Michelson interrogator.

FIG. 3. Bidirection interrogator based a Mach–Zehnder fiber optic wh
light interferometer.
license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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4895Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 Fiber optic interferometric sensors
each other and linked, forming a fiber loop topology, whi
ensures that it can be interrogated by way of bidirection. O
of the advantages of the BDIT is the enhanced multiplex
capacity. It provides double sensors unlike the one end a
case. The looped sensors are completely passive and su
absolute length measurements for each fiber-sensing ga
The proposed sensing scheme can be used to measure
sidistribution strain or temperature. For the large-scale sm
structure, this technique not only extended the sensors n
ber, but also provides a redundancy for the sensing syste
means that the sensor loop permits one point breakdo
because the sensing system will still work whenever the
bedded sensor array breaks somewhere.

A. Michelson interrogation system

The extended-multiplexing low-coherence reflectome
loop sensor array using a Michelson interrogation is sho
in Fig. 2. The light source is an erbium-doped fiber amplifi
which provided up to 10 mW of amplified spontaneous em
sion ~ASE! at a wavelength of 1.55mm. The low-coherence
light via a fiber optic isolator is launched into the Sagna
like fiber loop by a fused 3 dB coupler. The fiber loop co
sists of N sections of a 1-m-length single-mode fiber co
nected in series, forming a loopN-sensor array. Reflecte
light from this fiber loop is coupled into an optical low
coherence reflectometer~OLCR!. Inside the OCLR, the light
signals split by a second 3 dB coupler. The lower~reference!
path is reflected directly by the mirrored fiber end and th
leads to the photodiode~PD! detector. The upper path lead
to the fiber optic collimator and is reflected by a movi
scanning mirror, then the signals are guided to the PD de
tor.

The reflectivities of the in-line reflectors in between t
two sensing segments are very small, and equal to 1% or
to avoid depletion of the input probe signal. The fiber sen
lengthsl i between adjacent reflectors can be of any value
long as the differences in their lengths are not larger than
scan range of the OLCR. In our experiments,l i has been
chosen to be about 1 m long and the reference gauge leng
l 0 are nearly the same as the sensor length. The length
ferences between any two of the sensors are within 270
corresponding to the 400 mm scan range of the OLCR in
space. As the OLCR is scanned, the white light interfere
patterns occur whenever the path difference matches the
tance between adjacent reflectors in the sensor loop.

B. Mach–Zehnder interrogation system

The loop network using a Mach–Zehnder interrogato
shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a light emitting diode~LED!
or superluminescent diode~SLD! light source, a photodiode
detector, a fiber optic Mach–Zehnder optical path interrog
ing part, and a number of fiber segments connected in se
and forming a loop network. The light launched into the ri
network-sensing array first passes the Mach–Zehnder in
rogator and reaches the fiber optic sensor array. The opt
path difference~OPD! of the Mach–Zehnder interferomete
can be varied through the use of a scanning prism. The s
ning prism is used to adjust the OPD of the Mach–Zehn
Downloaded 07 Mar 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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interferometer to match and trace the change of the fi
length in each sensing segment. We make the OPD of
Mach–Zehnder interferometer nearly equal to the fiber s
sor gauge length, so that the two reflected lightwaves fr
the two-end surfaces of each sensing gauge can match
other. When the OPD of the Mach–Zehnder interferomete
equal to the gauge length of a particular sensor, a white l
fringe pattern is produced.~Similar to the case of the Mich
elson interrogator, the interference central fringe, which
located in the center of the fringe pattern and has the hig
amplitude peak, corresponds to the exact match of the O
for the sensor.! As the optical path of the fiber sensor
modulated by the ambient perturbation, for instance, strain
temperature, then the perturbation parameters related to
optical path change will be measured and recorded by
shift of the interference signal peak.

C. Discussions

For the two sensor schemes mentioned above, if un
the condition of same light power, comparing the intensity
the sensor output signal, the Mach–Zehnder scheme is la
than the Michelson scheme, that means when the light so
power is lower, the Mach–Zehnder scheme is preferable
order to enhance the sensor multiplexing capability. Wh
the light source power is big enough, Michelson scheme
preferable, because the one-directional collimator-mirror s
tem is easy to install and adjust for the practical system.

IV. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The fundamental operation of this bidirection optic
path interrogation approach is based on optical fiber wh
light interferometry. As shown in Fig. 4, it consists of tw
parts linked by a 3 dBcoupler, one part is the fiber loop wit
N fiber optic segments connected to each other to form aN
sensor array, and the other part is the Michelson or Mac
Zehnder-type optical path interrogator. We assume that
i th fiber optic sensor gauge length isl i in the sensor array
loop. The optical signals are reflected from two ends of
fiber optic sensori. The sensing optical path differenc
~SOPD! of these two reflective optical signals isnli , while
the variable compensation path can be adjusted by a s
ning mirror ~or a prism!, which is mounted on a moving
translation stage, as shown in Fig. 2~or Fig. 3 in the case of

FIG. 4. Working principle of the bidirection optical path interrogator adju
ing the compensation path to match each sensor gauge.
license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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a moving prism!. The gauge lengths of the senso
( l 1 ,l 2 ,...,l N) are chosen to be slightly different from on
another and approximately the same as the sensing op
path-length difference. It can be tuned through the use
scanning mirror or prism system. When the mirror or pris
is tuned to a position where the compensation optical p
difference ~COPD! of the interrogator is matched to th
gauge length of a particular sensor, a white light interfe
metric pattern is generated. The highest amplitude fringe
the white light interference pattern located in the center
the fringe pattern corresponds to exactly the same matc
optical path between the SOPD and COPD. If we adjust
variable compensation optical path difference in the Mich
son or Mach–Zehnder interrogator to match the SOPD, t
by way of tracing and recording the change of COPDl (Xi),
the variation of the SOPD can be measured via the meas
ment of the displacement of the compensation optical p
which corresponds to the change of the fiber optic sen
gauge variation, as shown in Fig. 5. The optical signals
flected from the two ends of the sensor not only come fr
the clockwise direction, as the solid line illustrates in Fig.
but also come from the counterclockwise direction, as
dotted line shows in Fig. 4, due to the symmetry of the fib
loop topology. This is why we call it a ‘‘bidirectional’’ inter-
rogating system.

FIG. 5. N unique output optical signals corresponding to each fiber o
sensor gauge in the sensing loop.
u
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Therefore, the deformation of sensori can be measured
by tracing the change of the mirror moved displacem
DXi :

DXi5D~nli !, ~1!

wheren is the refractive index of the fiber guide mode. Thu
it can be used as a powerful tool to measure quasidistribu
strain or temperature by the following relationship:

« i5
DXi

nequivalentl i
~2!

and

~Ti2T0i !5
DXi

l i~T0i !n~l,T0i !@a f1CT#
, ~3!

where nequivalent5n$12(1/2)n2@(12n)p122mp11#% repre-
sents the equivalent refractive index of the fiber guide mo
For silica materials at wavelengthl51550 nm, the param-
eters aren51.46, Poisson ration50.17, and photoelastic
constantsp1150.12 and p1250.27, taken from Ref. 17
n(l,T0i) is the refractive index of the optical fiber under th
condition of wavelengthl and i th sensor ambient tempera
ture T0i . Here,a f andCT are the thermal expansion coeffi
cient and the refractive index temperature coefficient of
optical fiber, respectively.aT55.531027/°C, CT50.811
31025/°C at wavelengthl51550 nm are taken from Ref
18.

V. MULTIPLEXING CAPACITY

As the scanning mirror moves on the translation sta
there will beN groups of interference fringe patterns appe
ing which corresponds to the OPD of the interferome
matched to that of theN sensors in the loop. The peak fring
intensity at the photodetector corresponds to thei th sensor,
which is due to the coherent mixing between the reflec
waves from thei th and the (i 11)th reflectors, and may be
expressed as

c

I D~ i !5
I 0

16
ARfRmh~Xi !5 F )

k51

i 21

TkbkGF )
k51

i 21

Tk8bk8GARiRi 11Tib iTi8b i8

1

F )
k5 i 12

N11

Tk8bk8GF )
k5 i 12

N11

TkbkGARi8Ri 118 Ti 118 b i 118 Ti 11b i 11
6 , ~4!
r

e
of

or,

al
whereI 0 represents the light intensity coupled into the inp
optical fiber from the ASE source. The insertion loss of th
dB coupler has been neglected.b i andb i8 represent, respec
tively, the excess losses associated with sensorSi , which is
due to the connection loss between the sensing segment
the cw and the ccw propagating lightwaves.Ti(Ti8) and
Ri(Ri8) are, respectively, the transmission and reflection
efficients of thei th partial reflector.Ti(Ti8) is in general
t
3

for

-

smaller than 12Ri (12Ri8) because of the loss facto
b i(b i8). The values ofTi , Ri , andb i could be different from
that ofTi8 , Ri8 , andb i8 . h(Xi) is the loss associated with th
scanning mirror and collimating optics and is a function
the scanning mirror positionXi ,i 11 . Rf and Rm are the re-
flectivities of the mirrored fiber end and the scanning mirr
respectively.

In the fiber optic sensor loop array, the fraction of optic
license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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4897Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 Fiber optic interferometric sensors
source power is coupled into the fiber and distributed o
the sensor array via several connectors. Each sensor ele
absorbs or diverts a certain amount of power~insertion loss!,
typically, between 0.1 and 0.5 dB. If the minimum-detecti
limit of the photodiode isI min , then the maximum number o
the total fiber optic sensors can be evaluated by the cond

I D~ i !>I min . ~5!

For convenience in calculating, we neglect the excess in
tion loss of the two 3 dB coupler and assumed that the ty
cal fiber optic connection insertion loss coefficientb i5b i8
50.9(i 50,1,2,...,N). Under the condition of perpendicula
incidence, the reflectivity at the fiber end surface is given
Fresnel formulaR5(n21)2/(n11),2 wheren is the index
of the fiber core, and the typical value is 1.46, correspond
to 4% reflectivity. For good butt-connected fiber ends, the
gap is smaller than one wavelength, in that case the typic
reflectivity Ri (5Ri8) is nearly equal to 1%. Therefore, th
transmission coefficient can be calculated asTi5Ti850.89.
We assume that the average attenuation of the moving m
part is 6 dB, i.e.,h(Xi)51/4. Then, the normalized optica
signal intensity versus the fiber optic sensor numberi is plot-
ted in Fig. 6~a! for different size sensor loop arrays. Com
pared with the open loop case, the sensor multiplexing ca
bility is extended as twice as before, as shown in Fig. 6~b!.

VI. PERFORMANCE OF THE SENSING SYSTEM

If in the case of two break points or more happened
the fiber sensor loop, the sensors between the first bro
point and the last one will fail. It is different from the case

FIG. 6. Normalized output signal intensities for different fiber sensors l
size.
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when just one break point occurs in the fiber loop. Genera
if just one point is broken in the fiber loop, the intensity
each sensor’s output signal will be decreased because, in
case, each sensor output signal is only supplied by on
two branches. When the light power is lower than the mi
mum requirements, the signals of the sensors far from
interrogator ports will emerge in the noise floor. The limit
tion case is that the break point is closed to port A or B.

Figures 2 and 3 show the experimental arrangement u
to demonstrate the looped fiber optic white light interfer
metric sensor array. An ASE light source was used in
experiment. The unpolarized light power of the ASE sou
is adjustable in the range of 0–10 mW. Ten optical fib
segments were connected to each other and used as
optic sensors. The fiber optic sensor gauge length was ch
to be nearly 1 m. The difference of each sensor gauge len
is about 7 mm, and connected to each other by butt conn
tors. The ten sensor array output signal intensities are g
in Fig. 7 for both cases of loop closed and loop open at e
A, respectively.

It can be seen that the results shown in Figs. 7~a! and
7~b! essentially provide the same measurement informa
in terms of the positions of the peaks. This means that
system would function the same even if one end of the lo
is opened. The signal level for the loop-closed case is, h
ever, higher than the loop-open case.

For the particular light level of 0.47 dB m, the sign
level for sensorS1 is obviously small for the peak positio
when the loop is open at endA @Fig. 7~b!#, similarly, it is
open at endB due to the symmetry of the loop architectur
The signal level was significantly enhanced when the lo
was closed@Fig. 7~a!#. This means that, for the same sour
power level, the maximum sensor number can be increa
with the closed-loop configuration.

p

FIG. 7. Output from the ten fiber optic sensor array with input light sou
power50.47 dBm.
license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The important characteristic for a fiber optic sensor s
tem is its redundancy ability, especially in the case of e
bedded sensor chains into the structure. In order to tes
redundancy performance of the bidirection interrogation
ber optic sensing system, the fiber optic loop disconnec
experiment has been made in both cases of looped fiber
sor chains and the sensors linked in a linear array alon
fiber line. The test results are plotted in Fig. 8. We ha
disconnected the sensor chain between 7th and 8th se
for the all ten sensor chains. It can be seen that the ou
signals of sensors 1–7 vanish in the case of the ten-se
array in one fiber line and interrogate from one port,
shown in Fig. 8~b!. However, the ten sensors are still wor
ing when disconnected between the 7th and 8th sensor.
output signals, as shown in Fig. 8~a!, would still be there
except that the signal amplitude near the 8th sensor is lo
than before.

It should be mentioned that, although the measurem
results for a linear array with a loop open at either endA or
B is polarization independent~in the strict sense, the effect o
polarization is neglected in that case!, the results obtained
from the closed-loop measurements are under the influe
of the polarization states. Figure 9 shows the variation of
signals when the polarization controller in the loop~see Fig.
2! was adjusted. This is because light signals that are
reflected at the partial reflectors~transmitted! would mix co-
herently at the loop coupler as they traveled through
optical path length. When the counterpropagating~transmit-
ted! light signals are of the same polarization states, the li
signal at the output port of the loop would approach zero
to destructive interference.19 When the counterpropagatin
signals are of different polarizations, the orthogonal polari
tion components would add up in intensity and result in

FIG. 8. Redundancy of the bidirection interrogating fiber optic sensor l
topology.
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noise floor. And, the variation of deformation in each gau
length of the sensor starting from the first sensor wo
change the state of polarization. In that case, their multise
ing capability would have been reduced. It may, therefore
necessary to control the polarization states in order
achieve the optimal results. One method is by way of ins
ing a depolarizer between the ASE light source and the 3
coupler, the other solution is using polarization to mainta
the fiber in the sensing system to overcome the unsta
polarization state.
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